
Manager Perspective: ODD Trends
The COVID-19 pandemic upended traditional onsite operational due diligence (“ODD”) reviews. Beyond shifting

to virtual ODD meetings, investors’ review priorities evolved in real-time as specific business risks changed. In

particular, the pandemic underscored the importance of established, institutional grade compliance,

technology, and cybersecurity infrastructure in tandem with the ability to efficiently and securely pivot full

business operations to a remote work environment. Four changes to controls assessments stood out:
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NEED MORE INFO?

Beginning with the first days of the pandemic, bad actors

exploited people’s distraction by increasing cybersecurity

attacks. Therefore, cybersecurity posture reviews expanded

beyond infrastructure controls and user training. Investors

assessed how managers maintained employee cybersecurity

vigilance while they worked remotely and coped with new

anxieties. Investors evaluated modes of communication from

Chief Information Security Officers or Chief Technology

Officers. As with compliance programs, investors wanted to

understand managers’ ability to encourage employee

engagement by leveraging existing processes and systems.

Investors reviewed factors such as the use of internal

communication platforms to issue reminders, share real life

examples, and inform users of required actions.

Disaster recovery (“DR”) and business continuity plans (“BCP”)

can address likely event impacts, such as power outages

following a hurricane, but the onset of the COVID-19

pandemic created unique business risks. Beyond looking at

specific DR/BCP points, investors evaluated managers’ ability

to evolve existing programs in real time. Investors gauged

whether managers’ plans were robust yet flexible enough to

control changes in business risks. This included assessments

of supporting systems, policies, communication, as well as

prior testing. Investors knew that managers had pivoted to

fully remote environments but wanted details of how they

did so.

LOOKING AHEAD

As with market risk, operational risk is dynamic. Going

forward, investors are expected to continue to expand the

facets of their operational risk reviews in order to evaluate the

robustness, efficacy, and responsiveness of managers’

operational frameworks.

Visibility of compliance personnel is often an important

aspect of managers’ overall compliance programs. In some

offices, compliance team members sit on the trading floors

alongside portfolio managers. Initiated by the COVID-19

pandemic, investors evaluated the efficacy of remote

compliance programs and whether firms could maintain

employee engagement without in-person oversight. Firms

with established modes of compliance communication,

such as periodic messages from Chief Compliance Officers,

supported by existing technology resources, could

leverage those processes for employee engagement and

oversight without proximity.

Investors assessed managers’ prescriptive controls and

ongoing monitoring of employee adherence to data loss

prevention policies. Data loss prevention policies may

address remote printing, use of removable media, and

forwarding work product to personal email addresses.

Inclusion in compliance manuals lends weight to policies,

but investors also evaluated managers’ ongoing

monitoring procedures and systems. Monitoring processes

such as keeping records of printed documents, reports of

emails sent to personal addresses, or alerts regarding

changes in typical user behavior could reveal gaps in the

controls process.

3. INFRASTRUCTURE FOR A FULLY REMOTE WORKFORCE 4. CYBERSECURITY AWARENESS AND ENGAGEMENT

1. REMOTE COMPLIANCE OVERSIGHT 2. DATA LOSS PREVENTION
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This document is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of any offer to buy shares in any fund managed by Graham and should not be 
relied on in making any investment decision. Any offering is made only pursuant to the relevant prospectus, together with the current 
financial statements of the relevant fund and the relevant subscription documents all of which must be read in their entirety. No offer to 
purchase shares will be made or accepted prior to receipt by the offeree of these documents and the completion of all appropriate 
documentation. The shares have not and will not be registered for sale, and there will be no public offering of the shares. No offer to sell 
(or solicitation of an offer to buy) will be made in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation would be unlawful. No representation 
is given that any statements made in this document are correct or that objectives will be achieved. This document may contain opinions 
of Graham and such opinions are subject to change without notice. Information provided about positions, if any, and attributable 
performance is intended to provide a balanced commentary, with examples of both profitable and loss-making positions, however this 
cannot be guaranteed.

It should not be assumed that investments that are described herein will be profitable. Nothing described herein is intended to imply 
that an investment in the fund is safe, conservative, risk free or risk averse. An investment in funds managed by Graham entails 
substantial risks and a prospective investor should carefully consider the summary of risk factors included in the Private Offering 
Memorandum entitled “Risk Factors” in determining whether an investment in the Fund is suitable. This investment does not consider the 
specific investment objective, financial situation or particular needs of any investor and an investment in the funds managed by Graham 
is not suitable for all investors. Prospective investors should not rely upon this document for tax, accounting or legal advice. Prospective 
investors should consult their own tax, legal accounting or other advisors about the issues discussed herein. Investors are also reminded 
that past performance should not be seen as an indication of future performance and that they might not get back the amount that they 
originally invested. The price of shares of the funds managed by Graham can go down as well as up and be affected by changes in rates 
of exchange. No recommendation is made positive or otherwise regarding individual securities mentioned herein.

This presentation includes statements that may constitute forward-looking statements. These statements may be identified by words 
such as "expects," "looks forward to," "anticipates," "intends," "plans," "believes," "seeks," estimates," "will," "project" or words of similar 
meaning. In addition, our representatives may from time to time make oral forward-looking statements. Such statements are based on 
the current expectations and certain assumptions of GCM’s management, and are, therefore, subject to certain risks and uncertainties. A 
variety of factors, many of which are beyond GCM’s control, affect the operations, performance, business strategy and results of the 
accounts that it manages and could cause the actual results, performance or achievements of such accounts to be materially different 
from any future results, performance or achievements that may be expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements or 
anticipated on the basis of historical trends.

Tables, charts and commentary contained in this document have been prepared on a best efforts basis by Graham using sources it 
believes to be reliable although it does not guarantee the accuracy of the information on account of possible errors or omissions in the 
constituent data or calculations. No part of this document may be divulged to any other person, distributed, resold and/or reproduced 
without the prior written permission of Graham.
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